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TOWARDS SATURATION OF DETECTION EFFICIENCY IN
SUPERCONDUCTING SINGLE-PHOTON DETECTORS AT 4.2 K
USING LOCAL HELIUM ION IRRADIATION
GLENN MARTINEZ
ABSTRACT
Superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPDs) are the leading detectors in terms
of high-speed single-photon counting and high detection efficiency (DE). One factor that
limits the DE is the critical current IC, which is the maximum current before the super-
conductor switches to the normal state. Increasing device’s bias current towards the IC
can improve the DE. However, the device’s IC is reduced due to constriction and current
crowding at the edges of the wire. Typically, this is caused by fabrication defects. Lo-
cally suppressing superconductivity at these defects can potentially lessen the occurrence
of current crowding.
In this thesis, we used the beam from the helium ion microscope (HIM) and measured
the IC to observe the effects of locally irradiating specific areas on a SSPD wire. Due to
the HIM’s small spot size and high collimation, we can control the superconducting gap
precisely at the center and edges of the wire. Suppressing the edges can potentially reduce
current crowding and increase the device’s critical current while suppressing the center can
improve detection sensitivity for photons incident at that location. Our results showed that
the irradiated devices had reduced IC compared to unirradiated devices for both cases. We
then extend this method of local suppression of superconductivity to explore an alternative
method of fabricating SSPDs by directly writing the device on the superconducting thin
film. This can enable the fabrication of devices without the use of lithography resist. In
our experiment, we fabricated a 3 µm wire using optical lithography that was disconnected
v
at the center and connected it by writing a single 1 µm wire with the He+ ion beam. We
measured the IC for samples with and without the 1 µm wire pattern and observed that the
IC decreased as we increased the ion dose. Overall, this work aims to contribute to the
continuing investigation of the detection mechanism for SSPDs and the improvement of
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The need for single-photon detection has increased over the past decade. The continued
development of quantum computing and quantum cryptography requires sensitive detectors
with high detection efficiency. For example, quantum cryptography involves the creation
of a cryptographic key to establish a communication network between two parties (Gisin
et al., 2002). A photon’s polarization and phase can create a unique key, which will prevent
outside parties from intercepting any message. This application can be further realized
if a device is capable of long-distance communication with minimal loss of information.
Improving efforts in the development of single-photon detectors will have a huge impact in
this field. Nevertheless, the detector must be practical to fabricate and have a high detection
efficiency.
Superconducting devices have been a promising candidate to become single-photon
detectors. One reason is that device fabrication is similar to methods used with semicon-
ductor devices. This can mean that it is possible to produce a high yield of devices with
minimal defects. Another is its sensitivity to photons. When a superconductor is cooled
below its critical temperature, it changes states from normal to the superconducting state.
In the superconducting state, the material will no longer exhibit resistance and expels any
magnetic field within it. When a photon in the optical spectrum interacts with a thin film
superconductor, it temporarily destroys superconductivity (Testardi, 1971). This thermal
mechanism is important as it provides the framework for superconducting photon detec-
tion. Comparing to other semiconductor-based single-photon detector solutions, it boasts
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improved spectral sensitivity in visible and infrared wavelength range, better signal-to-
noise ratio, and a simpler fabrication process (Hadfield, 2009).
In this chapter, we will review relevant background information about the superconduct-
ing single-photon detector (SSPDs). Next, challenges and efforts to improving detection
efficiency will be discussed. Finally, thesis goals from improving detection efficiency using
He+ ion irradiation will be described.
1.1 Introduction to Superconducting Single-Photon Detectors
In 2001, the first superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD) was demon-
strated (Gol’tsman et al., 2001). In this work, a 5 nm thin film of niobium nitride (NbN)
was deposited on a sapphire substrate. From this sample, a superconducting nanowire was
fabricated and operated at 4.2 K. The device was coupled with a pulsed laser with a wave-
length ranging from 0.4 to 2.1 µm. These photons become incident on the nanowire. A
single-photon creates a resistive hotspot within the nanowire wire and a bias current pass
through the hotspot to generate a voltage pulse, indicating that the photon was detected.
The SNSPD has gone through extensive research after almost two decades from the first
demonstration. During this period, the SNSPD has seen many developments in detection
efficiency, device fabrication methods, optical coupling, and detection mechanism physics.
An example of device layout is given in Figure 1. Even though the SNSPD has steadily
improved over the years, there are still challenges remaining that limit the device’s perfor-
mance. Issues that will be addressed in this thesis include the low operating temperature
and progress towards saturated detection efficiency.
Microwire detectors are another variation of the SNSPDs. Nanowire with widths 100
nm was used to achieve saturated detection efficiency. In 2017, Vodolazov theorized that
wider wires were able to detect photons if the biased current is close to the depairing cur-
rent (Vodolazov, 2017). Later, papers using superconducting microwire detectors reported
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successful devices with materials used for traditional SNSPDs, including NbN (Vodolazov
et al., 2020), MoSi (Charaev et al., 2020), and WSi (Chiles et al., 2020). Microwires are
more practical due to the wider wires and lax constraints of wire defects. Also, optical
lithography can be used for this type of device and potentially be mass-produced. How-
ever, they still share the same issues as the SNSPDs. A low operating temperature close
to absolute zero is still required to improve detection efficiency and increase the cutoff
wavelength.
1.1.1 Detection Mechanism
The original proposed detection mechanism model was known as the normal-core hotspot
model (Gol’tsman et al., 2001). The mechanism is simple, which involves a photon tem-
porarily suppressing superconductivity on the nanowire. Figure 1·1 gives an illustration of
the cycle. First, a superconducting nanowire is cooled below its critical temperature and
biased with a direct current (DC). The current should be close to the experimental critical
current, or maximum current to switch from the superconducting state to the normal state.
A photon with energy hv ≥ ∆ from a light source becomes incident with the superconduct-
ing nanowire, where ∆ is the superconducting gap of the material, h is Planck’s constant,
and v is the frequency of the photon. Temporary destruction of superconductivity occurs in
the form of a resistive hotspot. The bias current will be diverted and go around the hotspot.
At these sidewalks, current density surpasses its threshold and change to the normal state.
A resistive barrier is now formed, and a voltage pulse can be generated. The barrier dissi-
pates as it gets absorbed into the substrate, and the nanowire returns to the superconducting
state awaiting the next photon.
This cycle was widely accepted as the detection mechanism of the SNSPD. However,
there is still debate on what happens after absorption of the photon. Development in charac-
terizing the device introduced experimental discrepancies with the original hotspot model,
such as photon position-dependence (Renema et al., 2015) and temperature-dependence
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Figure 1·1: Visual illustration of the normal-core hotspot model. The de-
tection cycle consists of 5 parts: (1) The superconducting nanowire (gray)
is cooled below its critical temperature. A bias current is applied to the wire
represented by the black arrows. (2) A photon is incident on the nanowire
strip and creates a resistive hotspot (red). (3) The hotspot then diffuses out-
ward towards the edges. At the edges, the current density increases and
creates another local normal region. (4) A resistive barrier is formed. The
allows for a voltage pulse to be read. (5) The resistive barrier dissipates and
is absorbed into the substrate. Finally, the nanowire is reset and ready for
the next photon.
(Yamashita et al., 2010). One example is that detection efficiency deteriorates quickly
when increasing the wavelength when biasing the device lower than the threshold current,
or minimum current for a photon to be detected (varies depending on the energy of the
photon) (Haas et al., 2007). It was proposed that superconducting vortices influence the
detection mechanism for dirty, type-II superconductors (Hofherr et al., 2010). Thus, ad-
ditional models involving vortices were developed to further explain the detection model
(Engel et al., 2015).
1.1.2 Performance Metrics
One of the main metrics that will be focused on is the detection efficiency of the SNSPD.
The detection efficiency of an SNSPDs is the probability of a voltage pulse being produced
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by an incident photon. This metric can be affected by the geometry of the device, the optical
setup of the experiment, and the optical properties of the detector’s material. Equation 1.1
represents the overall system detection efficiency (SDE). This can be described by the
product of the following terms: coupling efficiency, absorption efficiency, and registering
efficiency (Natarajan et al., 2012).
ηSDE = ηcoupling×ηabsorption×ηregistering (1.1)
First, ηcoupling refers to the loss of photons as it travels from its sources to the device.
This loss can take the form of absorption, scattering, or reflection of the photon due to
external and internal disturbances within the experimental environment. The ηabsorption can
be affected by the cross-section of the nanowire and absorption properties of the material.
The ηregistering is the probability of a photon being absorbed by the device and producing a
voltage pulse. In literature, the product of the absorption and registering efficiency can also
be interpreted as the device detection efficiency since these two are affected by the device
itself. ηcoupling can be separated as the optical setup is not dependent on the characteristics
of the device.
Other metrics of SNSPDs that should be considered are dark counts. This metric can
be described as a detection event not triggered by the absorption of a photon. At low bias
current, some causes to dark counts can be attributed to unstable bias current or background
photons within the experiment’s environment (Engel et al., 2015). Increasing the biased
current close to the experimental critical current will increase the dark count rate. The
reasoning for this behavior was due to thermally activated fluctuations which induce the
resistive barrier (Korneev et al., 2004).
Jitter also plays a role in detection efficiency. Jitter refers to the timing interval between
photon absorption and generation of the voltage pulse. SNSPDs have been able to achieve
low timing jitter < 60 ps and can achieve 18 ps on NbN (Natarajan et al., 2012) (Sidorova
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et al., 2015). External sources of jitter can come from electrical noise from the voltage
pulse. Another is geometric jitter, which is affected by the size of the detector and length
of the nanowire (Calandri et al., 2016). For internal or intrinsic jitter, this type is affected
by the photon-excitation mechanism. Today, there have been studies explaining causes
for jitter such as the influence of magnetic vortices and dependence on film thickness.
Continuing to research in understanding intrinsic jitter can potentially decrease the jitter to
the sub-ps range.
1.2 The Motivation for Saturating Detection Efficiency
A goal for SSPDs is to have a saturated detection efficiency, which is when the maximum
photon count rate plateaus as it approaches the experimental critical current. Saturation
indicates that all incident photons are detected. Typically, photon detection is limited by
the maximum wavelength it can detect, or the cutoff wavelength. For photons with short
wavelengths, detectors will most likely be able to detect them. However, increasing the
wavelength was shown to deteriorate as photons may not have enough energy to trigger a
detection event (Haas et al., 2007). This problem limits detection efficiency and the viabil-
ity of detectors in practical communication applications. Today, SNSPDs are able to detect
1550 nm, the telecommunication wavelength, remains as the benchmark for developing
detectors suitable for real-world applications.
Detecting photons with a 1550 nm wavelength remains to be a challenge due to the
cutoff wavelength deteriorating above 4.2 K (Engel et al., 2013). It was reported that re-
ducing the temperature from 4.2 K to 2.3 K improved detection efficiency for NbN SNSPD
(Yamashita et al., 2010). The cause for the temperature-dependence of increased detection
efficiency was linked to low dark count rate and low threshold current at these temper-
atures. Although the method can increase detection efficiency, it is more expensive to
maintain cryogenic temperatures. Addressing this issue will be vital in improving SNSPD
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functionality at higher temperatures.
Materials have been of interest for improving detection efficiency. Polycrystalline su-
perconductors, like NbN, are typically the most common materials used for SNSPD fabri-
cation. Critical temperatures (TC) for bulk and thin-film NbN is TC =16 K and TC = 10 K,
respectively. Another type of material that has been extensively researched is amorphous
superconductors. These materials are characterized by their low TC. However, they are a
logical route to improving detection efficiency. According to BCS theory, low TC materials
have a small superconducting gap (Tinkham, 2004). By reducing the energy gap, detectors
can be more sensitive to a larger spectral range. Low energy gap materials, such as WSi
(Marsili et al., 2013), MoSi(Verma et al., 2015), MoGe (Verma et al., 2014), and TaN (En-
gel et al., 2012), were reported to improve detection efficiency. WSi was reported to have
the highest detection efficiency recorded for an SNSPD, but low TC remains an issue and
high jitter hinders amorphous materials from being practical detectors.
Another area of interest is high-TC superconductors. The main idea is that these su-
perconductors can operate well-above liquid helium temperatures (>30 K). Some notable
materials include YBCO (Arpaia et al., 2017; Arpaia et al., 2015) and MgB2 (Shibata et al.,
2013). Currently, progress on high-TC-based superconductors is still limited. Difficulties
in optimizing material growth and fabricating nanostructure are current obstacles for these
materials. Another option is determining what other superconductor and substrate combi-
nation can provide a high TC.
The bias current plays a vital role in the detection of a single photon. The spectral
sensitivity has been shown to increase as the bias current approaches the experimental
critical current IC. Increasing IC can potentially be able to detect all incident photons and
achieve a saturated detection efficiency. Experimental data has shown that a bias current
close to the device’s IC can increase detection efficiency for low energy photon (< 1 eV)
(Haas et al., 2007).
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However, IC can be further increased to the depairing current limit Idep, or the maxi-
mum critical current possible for a superconducting strip. This should make it theoretically
possible to create more sensitive devices by biasing close to Idep (Engel et al., 2015). This
can be represented as the IC/Idep ratio. Besides, it can potentially increase the operating
temperature. In practice, IC is significantly reduced compared to the Idep. Geometry like
sharp bends and turns in a meandering nanowire can induce current crowding (Clem and
Berggren, 2011). This can lead to a negative performance impact. Current crowding cre-
ates areas with locally high current density. This will increase the probability of dark counts
appearing and decreases the critical current of the device.
1.3 Introduction to Helium Ion Irradiation
In this section, we introduce the method of He+ ion irradiation. This method will assist
in enhancing the spectral detection efficiency as we will explain in the next chapter. He+
ion irradiation comes from the relatively new imaging tool, the helium ion microscope
(HIM) (Notte et al., 2006). Like the scanning electron microscope (SEM), the HIM uses
a helium ion beam rather than an electron beam. There are few characteristics of the HIM
that opens possibilities for nanofabrication. This includes a narrow beam with a 0.5 nm
spot size, reduced material interaction, and small angular spread. Current nanofabrication
applications include He+ ion lithography (Flatabø et al., 2018), He+ ion milling (Bell et al.,
2009), and He+ ion irradiation (Cybart et al., 2015) have been published.
The last application is noteworthy as He+ ion irradiation was used for creating
Josephson junction on high-TC superconductors. A Josephson junction consists of S-I-S
(superconductor-insulator-superconductor) layer. The insulating layer width is about < 2
nm. Traditional electron beam lithography has difficulties achieving this resolution. How-
ever, Cybart et al. used the He+ ion beam to create an insulating barrier on YBCO (Cybart
et al., 2015). The reasoning behind this method is due to high-TC superconductors sensi-
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tivity to ion damage, which causes superconductivity to be suppressed. Additionally, this
experiment was replicated with MgB2 (Kasaei et al., 2018; Kasaei et al., 2019) and NbN
(Ruhtinas, 2020).
Applications of He+ ion irradiation were expanded from Josephson junctions to
SNSPDs. Recently, Zhang et al. irradiated NbN-based SNSPDs with the He+ ion beam
as a post-processing method (Zhang et al., 2019). They observed improved detection ef-
ficiency when increasing the dose. System detection efficiency was improved from 49%
(unirradiated) to 92% (irradiated) was achieved at an operating temperature of 2.2 K. Sim-
ilarly, He+ ion irradiation was also used to enhance superconducting microwire detectors
(Xu et al., 2021).
Furthermore, we used He+ ion irradiation to create superconducting nanowires on NbN
(Martinez et al., 2020). In our work, a dose test was performed to observe the relation
between ion dose and critical current. Decreasing critical current was observed as the dose
increased up to 1018 ions/cm2. With this information, we used a pattern generator to write
a nanowire pattern with the He+ ion beam on a nanowire fabricated with electron-beam
lithography. The critical current of the nanowire that was irradiated significantly decreased
compared to an unexposed nanowire.
1.4 Thesis Goal
This thesis aims to use local He+ ion irradiation to suppress superconductivity and to in-
vestigate its potential in increasing spectral sensitivity and the operating temperature. First,
we use He+ ion irradiation to locally damage areas within microwire detectors that impact
detection efficiency. Next, a more ambitious approach is to create actual SSPDs since edge
defects will be decreased due to the high resolution of the helium ion microscope. We
investigated with two experiments:
1. Helium ion irradiation was used to localize suppression of superconductivity at areas
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of the wire that can negatively affect detection efficiency. First, the edges of the wire
are prone to defects due to electron-beam lithography and subsequent nanofabrica-
tion processes. Increased current density at these edges reduces the critical current
and depairing critical current ratio. This issue will increase the minimum photon
energy detectable by the device and reducing detection efficiency.
The method can also be used to irradiate the center of the nanowire as it is shown
that the location of the incident photon along the width of the nanowire can affect the
minimum detectable photon energy. At the center of the wire, larger photon energy
is required to be detected compared to a photon incident on the edges. Using the
precision of the He+ ion beam we can locally damage the center to decrease the
sensitivity.
2. We can extend this idea of suppressing superconductivity by directly-writing SSPDs
using the helium ion beam. This will limit the number of fabrication and chemical
processes that can potentially degrade the device structure. This method may reduce
the number of edge defects, thus, reducing current crowding and improve detection
efficiency.
1.5 Chapter Outline
Chapter 2: Experimental Observations on the Detection Efficiency for Superconducting
Single Photon Detectors. Additional background describing our motivation for using
the He+ ion beam to suppress superconductivity. Experimental observations include the
critical current dependence and the photon position dependence were investigated.
Chapter 3: Device Fabrication and Helium Ion irradiation. The procedure for fabricating
wire structures and the He+ ion irradiation process will be described. Additionally,
measurement of thin film properties TC and film thickness were described.
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Chapter 4: Local Suppression of Superconductivity for Microwire Detectors using He+
Ion Irradiation. Measurement apparatus and SNSPD implementation will be described.
Results from unexposed and He+ ions exposed detectors, as well as detectors made with
He ions were analyzed.
Chapter 5: Direct-Write of SSPDs using the Helium Ion Beam. We used the He+ ion
beam to directly write a 1 µm on a NbN thin film. We measured the critical current to
determine if drawing a narrower wire can reduce it.




Experimental Observations on the Detection
Efficiency for Superconducting Single Photon
Detectors
The main goal of this thesis is to use the He+ ion beam from the helium ion microscope
(HIM) to observe its effects on superconducting single-photon detectors (SSPD) and de-
termine if device metrics can be improved. It is important to understand the experimental
observances for SSPDs. With this information, we can identify key issues that will be
suitable for He+ ion irradiation. We analyze the temperature, bias current, and position
dependencies of the device.
2.1 Experimental Observations for Impact on Detection Efficiency
In this section, an overview of relevant experimental observations that affect the detection
efficiency for SSPDs will be described. These observations helped motivate our He+ ion
irradiation experiments by revealing potential issues on the detector. The center of the wire
and the wire’s edges are the primary candidates for using this method since these area can
decrease the device’s performance.
Our hypotheses is as follows. First, the superconducting wire is less sensitive to photons
at the center. By suppressing superconductivity, detection sensitivity can be potentially be
enhanced. Second, current crowding is known to occur at sharp bends. Rough wire edges
can induce current crowding and reduce the IC of the device. Suppressing superconductiv-
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ity at the edges can decrease the occurrence of current crowding and increase IC towards
the depairing critical current Idep. To support theses hypotheses, we analyzed three experi-
ments: the temperature-dependence, photon position-dependence, and the IC-dependence.
2.1.1 Temperature-Dependence
The operating temperature has been one of the downsides of SSPDs and microwire detec-
tors since it requires close to absolute zero operating temperature to have peak detector
performance. Experimental observation have reinforced this behavior as low operating
temperatures. From 4.0 K to 16mK, NbN SSPDs showed improved detection efficiency at
1550 nm photon wavelength and lower dark count rates (DCR) (Yamashita et al., 2010).
Additionally, this behavior was observed in NbN- and TaN-based detectors. (Engel et al.,
2013).
An attempt to explain this phenomenon came from the diffusion-hotspot model. This
more sophisticated model compared to the original normal-core hotspot model involves the
reduction of Cooper-pairs when a photon is incident on a wire. However, these Cooper-
pairs must still carry current. The Cooper-pairs accelerate past its critical velocity, and the
pairs break up. A normal resistive state is the result of this action. From this model, a
relation with cutoff wavelength λc can be defined:
λc ∝ No∆2
√
πDτ(1− IB(T )/IC(T ))
where No is the electron density of state, ∆ is the superconducting gap, D is the quasi-
particle diffusion constant, τ is the electron thermalization time, IB is the bias current, and
IC is the critical current. There is a temperature-dependence from this model. The super-
conducting gap can be found according to BCS theory with the following formula:
∆(T = 0) = 1.764kBTC
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant. By using He+ ions, it may be possible to locally sup-
press the superconducting gap and potentially increase sensitivity to longer photon wave-
lengths.
2.1.2 Photon Position-Dependence
Photon-position dependence was observed by (Renema et al., 2015). In this paper, they
changed the polarization of the photon to localize the position of incidence along a 150
nm NbN wire. The perpendicular (transverse electric TE) and parallel (transverse mag-
netic TM) photon polarization are absorbed on the wire at different positions. In this case,
perpendicular favors center of the wire while parallel favors the edges. Local detection
efficiency (LDE), which is defined as the detection efficiency at a given position, and the
threshold current Ith as a function of wire position were measured. The results were that
the edges of the wire had a lower Ith and higher LDE close to unity. It was believed that
superconducting vortices have a higher probability of entering the wire due to weakened
superconductivity at the edges. These vortices will assist in generating a voltage pulse.
Overall, it is favorable to have photons land at the edges to increase the probability of
triggering a photon detection.
The above results provided an interesting observation on the position-dependence for
a SSPDs. The authors proposed that constructing nanoatennas can allow photons to be
absorbed at the edges rather than the center. This is route is difficult to fabricate. However,
another route that can be taken is to address the issue of absorption at the center. If the
edges enhanced detection efficiency was due to weakened superconductivity and vortex-
entry, the same hypothesis can be made by suppressing superconductivity at the center.
It may be possible to use He+ ions at the center for suppression and improve detection
efficiency.
We can alter the center region on a wire, and this region can either be insulating or
superconductivity suppressed. If insulating, this could in principle make the detector more
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sensitive since the insulating region can produce two narrower wires from one wire. A
possible result could be the narrowing of the threshold current distribution at the center.
However, narrowing the wire can result in a reduction for the signal-to-noise ratio when
detecting the voltage pulse. If the center region had its superconductivity suppressed, one
possibility can be increasing the probability of superconducting vortex entry to assist in
triggering the detection event since it was predicted that vortex entry at the edges were the
cause of lower threshold current. These types of experiments may be difficult for SNSPDs
as the typical nanowire width is 100 nm, which will make it more difficult to precisely
modify the center. Microwire detectors are a good candidate for this type of experiment as
the wider wire provides ample room to modify the center region with the He+ ion beam. In
addition, the use of the helium ion irradiation has been used for post-processing to improve
detection efficiency.
2.1.3 Critical Current to Depairing Current ratio
It is known that the detection efficiency increases and saturates as the bias current ap-
proaches the experimental critical current (Haas et al., 2007). However, this critical current
can be potentially increased towards the detector’s depairing current. In practice, the device
switches to normal state approximately 40% of the depairing current. A few causes have
been linked to lower critical current compared to the depairing current. First, local cur-
rent crowding can exist at sharp bends and geometrical constrictions (Clem and Berggren,
2011). Due to the fabrication process, the edges may not be perfectly smooth and can also
induce current crowding.







where e is the electron charge, N(0) = (2e2DRsqd)−1 is the single-spin electron density
of states at the Fermi level in the normal state, ∆(0) = 1.764kBTC is the superconducting
gap at 0 K, D is the diffusion coefficient, Rsq is the square resistance, and w and d are
the width and thickness of the wire, respectively. From this model, it can be seen that
the superconducting gap and square resistance are directly proportional with the depairng
current.
2.2 Suppression of Superconductivity using He+ ions for Niobium Ni-
tride
Before starting the experiments using He+ ion, the approximate threshold He+ ion dose
had to be determined. In this section, we studied the effects of niobium nitride (NbN) in
relation to He+ ion dose. This work will set the foundation of our local suppression and
direct-write experiments. Experiments mentioned in the section were performed before the
start of this thesis. (Martinez et al., 2020).
Defects within the superconducting material have been known to change its intrinsic
properties (Juang et al., 1988). We conducted a study as part of our work on creating wires
using the He+ ion beam to determine the approximate threshold dose to fully suppress
superconductivity. The experiment involved fabricating 2µm wires on ∼5nm NbN using
electron-beam lithography. Next, a narrow rectangular area with dimensions 3µm x 50 nm
was irradiated using the beam from the helium ion microscope. We varied the dose for each
sample from 1x1015 to 1x1020 ions/cm2. Figure 2·1 are HIM images of the damage post-
irradiation. Increasing the ion dose not only started to etch the material, but also induced
material swelling. This can be due to the formation of sub-surface micro and nano-bubbles
from heavy accumulation of He+ ions.
Switching current, or critical current, and resistance measurements were conducted to
study how He+ irradiation affected the wire. The sample’s critical temperature was 9.7
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Figure 2·1: Helium ion microscope images of the 2 µm NbN wire after
irradiation. From left to right, the ion dose increases and the approximate
dose is located on the top left of each pictures.
K and it was measured within a liquid helium dewar.The operating temperature was 4.2
K. From Figure a, the switching current decreased as the ion dose increased. Towards
5x1017 to 1x1020 ions/cm2, the switching current were not able to be measured. This was
expected since Figure 2·1 showed wire etching and heavy material damage. Resistance
measurements were also as expected with resistance increasing as a function of ion dose.
From these results, this gave us a range of ion doses to use in our local suppression of
superconductivity and He+ ion direct write experiments.
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Figure 2·2: a) Plot of IC as a function of ion dose. Critical current that could
not be measured is represented by the hollowed blue box marker. b) Plot of
sheet resistance R as a function of ion dose (Martinez et al., 2020).
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Chapter 3
Device Fabrication and Helium Ion Irradiation
In this chapter, the fabrication process for samples to be irradiated with He+ ions will be
described. Figure 3·1 is an overview of all the processes performed to create the contact
pad and wire structures. The sample used in this thesis was NbN with a thin film thickness
of ∼ 5 nm on a 300 nm SiO2 substrate. Towards the second half of the chapter, a more
detailed overview for the He+ ion irradiation process will be explained. Two types of
structures were fabricated: (1) 3 um microwire detector, and (2) a disconnected wire that
will be connected using helium ion direct-write.




Before deposition, the SiO2 substrates were cleaned to eliminate any contaminants or dust
particles. They were submerged in an acetone bath for about 1 minute. The substrate was
rinsed with additional acetone before being rinsed with isopropanol alcohol (IPA). It was
dried with a N2 spray gun.
The next step in detector fabrication is thin film deposition. An AJA Orion sputtering
system was used to deposit ∼5 nm thin film of NbN on the substrate. The deposition
process for the direct-write experiments was developed by Andrew Dane and the recipe
used in this thesis can be found in (Dane et al., 2017). Additionally, we used another NbN
deposition process made for microwire detectors. At this time, we are not able to go into
detail about this process since it is still being optimized.
The reason for thin films is based on two reasons. One is that by having the thin film
similar to that of the coherence length of the Cooper pair, the system can interpreted as
a 1D system instead of 2D system. This simplifies our understanding of the detection
mechanism. Second, it has been observed that thinner films produce more sensitive devices.
Film thicknesses of about 4-5 nm have increased cutoff wavelength compared to thicker
films, but TC is decreased (Hofherr et al., 2010).
A test deposition was used to verify the film thickness. This is typically done when the
tool has not been used for a period of time or the deposition rate has changed. The depo-
sition rate was 23.2 nm/sec. The test sample was loaded into the AJA and the deposition
duration was about 116 seconds for 5 nm. The sample was then unloaded from the AJA
and the sheet resistance of the thin film was measured. This metric is done to determine the
quality of the thin film. Measuring the sheet resistance was done using the 4-point probe
method. After deposition, the thin film thickness was measured using ellipsometry.
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3.2 Patterning of Electrical Contact Pads and Wire Structures
For this thesis, structures were fabricated with optical lithography. Optical lithography
is great for quicker and cheaper device fabrication at the cost of slightly poor resolution
compared to electron-beam lithography. This section will cover the lithography process for
creating the contact pads, microwire detectors, and structures for He+ ion devices.
3.2.1 Layout for Optical Lithography
Two different layouts were used for each experiment: local suppression of superconductiv-
ity and direct-write of SSPDs using the He+ ion beam. For the former, microwire detectors
were used due to the simplicity and cheaper cost to fabricate with optical lithography. Our
optical lithography process can achieve ∼ 3 µm consistently. A single chip can contain 50
devices with a 90% yield. The design of the device consists of a contact pad, an inductor,
and a single microwire detector. The reason for the inductor was due to the reset time. The
kinetic inductance Lk can limit the detection performance as it affects the reset time τ. The
relationship can be represented by the following:
τreset = Lk/R
, where R is the resistance of the device. For RF systems, R is typically 50 Ω. A short reset
time means the device will transition from superconducting or normal state quickly. With-
out the inductor, the microwire might transition from superconducting or normal state too
fast and latch. The inductor will increase the length of the wire and the kinetic inductance,
thus, increasing the the reset time. For the inductor design, it was a meandering microwire
with the width much larger than the detector to avoid detection events from the inductor.
Figure 3·2 is the design for the microwire detector devices.
For the direct-write of SSPDs using He+ ions experiment, the goal was to design a
layout that can be used to easily see the effects of writing a nanowire pattern with the He+
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Figure 3·2: The layout for a 3 µm detector. The red outline represent the
electrical contact pad. The green outline represent the wire structures. The
200 µm x 200 µm meandering wire portion of the device is the inductor,
which is used to limit the reset time. The 3 µm detector is the narrow wire
portion highlighted by the dotted red box.
ion beam. The layout consisted of two contact pads that transitions to a 3 µm wire. The
center is open, which will be used as the area for writing with the beam. Figure 3·3 is the
layout to be patterned with optical lithography. Similarly to the former experiment, there
was about 50 structures that were patterned on a single chip.
These layouts were designed using a Python script containing the library "PHIDL".
Developed by Adam McCaughan, PHIDL facilitates the design of layout patterns since
the device parameters such as wire width and contact pad size can be altered within the
script. The library not only contains simple geometric shapes, but also has meandering
wire patterns that is optimized to reduce current crowding.
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Figure 3·3: The layout for the direct-write SSPDs using He+ ions experi-
ment. The left is the overview of the layout consisting of two contact pads
(red) that transitions to a 3 µm wire (green). The wire is disconnected at the
center, which is the area for writing SSPDs.The inset on the right is a close
view of the disconnected wire. The blue pattern is a 100 nm wire for the
helium ion microscope.
3.2.2 Optical Lithography Process
In this section, the optical lithography process is detailed. The Heidelberg µPG101 was
used for exposure. The tool is a micro pattern generator, which means the layout can be
written by loading a GDS file. The initial optical lithography procedure was developed by
Marco Colangelo with minor changes to the development time.
Optical lithography was chosen to transfer the pattern onto the sample. This method
allowed for quicker and cheaper fabrication compared to electron-beam lithography. We
did consider the poor resolution of optical lithography, but the IC measurements were of
interest rather than the optical measurements.
Procedure
1. Before spin coating, the sample was cleaned with acetone and IPA to remove any
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contamination.
2. S1813 was coated on the sample and spun at a speed of 4500 RPM for 60 seconds
for a resist thickness of about 1.3 µm. The sample was then baked at 100◦C for 90
seconds and cooled.
3. Using the Heidelberg µPG101, the sample was loaded and was aligned by manually
focusing on the corners of the 10 mm x 10 mm substrate. The dose used for the
exposure was 7mW with a 20% duty cycle.
4. The samples were developed with room temperature CD-26. The sample was im-
mersed in the CD-26 developer for 70 seconds and rinsed in deionzed water for 10
seconds.
3.2.3 Reactive Ion Etching and Stripping the S1813 Resist
The PlasmaTherm 790 reactive ion etcher was used to transfer the patterns. The chamber
was cleaned with O2 and CF4 to eliminate any contaminants. Once the sample was inside
the chamber, the chamber’s pressure reached 10 mTorr. CF4 gas flowed at rate of 15 sccm
with power at 50 watt for 3 minutes to etch through the 5 nm NbN. The sample was imaged
using the SEM to verify that the patterns were successfully transferred.
N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) was used to strip the resist. We noticed that resist still
remained after submerging the sample in room-temperature NMP for about 12 hours. To
account for this issue, the beaker with the sample immersed in NMP was heated for an hour
to about 55◦C using a sonicator. The beaker cooled down for 12 hours. The samples were
cleaned using acetone and IPA before being dried with the N2 spray gun.
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3.3 Introduction to the Helium Ion Microscope
The Zeiss Orion Plus helium ion microscope (HIM) is a relatively new tool that is capable
of high resolution imaging and patterning. The tool, Figure 3·4, was used at the Electron-
Beam Lithography Facility located in MIT. Its imaging principle is very similar to the
traditional scanning electron microscope (SEM). A beam scans the sample and generates
secondary electrons (SE) when the beam is incident. These electrons get detected by a SE
detector where the software will process the data to produce a grey-scale image. Compared
to the SEM, the HIM can image with reduced sample damage due to the large penetration
depth of the He+ ions.
He+ ion source consists of a very sharp needle. The apex is formed with three atoms,
also known as the trimer. The metal tip is cooled down to 75 K, which improves stability
and reduces noise from other particles within the chamber. The tip is biased with a typical
acceleration voltage of 30 kV. This value can be reduced to 10 kV. If one wants to implant
He+ ions or reduce sample penetration, a lower acceleration voltage is preferred at the cost
of imaging quality.
3.3.1 Patterning with the HIM
Two pattern generators were equipped on the HIM: (1) the Zeiss Orion Plus software, (2)
the Raith Elphy Multibeam, which is a third-party pattern generator. These two serve dif-
ferent purposes. The former is a very basic pattern generator that was included with the
Zeiss Orion Plus software. It can irradiate the desired region with a box (2D rectangle)
pattern . Different shapes can be used, but a bitmap file has to be created. The size of the
pattern and ion dose can be adjusted by the user. This pattern generator is ideal for expo-
sures that do not require complex shapes. In our previous work, this pattern generator was
used to determine the optimal dose to change the NbN material from the superconducting
state to the normal state (Martinez et al., 2020).
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Figure 3·4: The Zeiss Orion Helium Ion Microscope at MIT’s Electron-
Beam Lithography Facility. The tool is mainly used for high resolution
imaging for samples. It is also equipped with a pattern generator within
Zeiss’s software and the Raith Elphy Multibeam. Both are used for pattern-
ing with the He+ ion beam.
The latter pattern generator is the Raith Elphy Multibeam (REM). Complex layouts can
be created using the Raith Nanosuite software that is included with the REM. CAD file,
such as GDS or DXF, can be uploaded to the software. The REM can control the beam
since it is connected to the HIM’s X and Y deflection controls. This allows for vector
scanning. This type of scan irradiates areas that were specified in the layout file. Compared
to raster scanning, it reduces the amount of time the beam is scanning on the sample. The
downside to this tool is that it cannot control the HIM’s stage, which made alignment at the
desired location slightly difficult.
The REM does not control the HIM’s stage, and the beam must be manually aligned
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to the location. However, the imaging from the REM has to be used rather than the image
from the HIM itself. When patterning, it was observed that aligning through HIM was not
accurate to where the beam was going to be write. This issue resulted in patterns being
offset from the the target location. Indeed, the REM’s image allowed us to pattern at the
precise location. Since the writefield was limited to 100 µm x 100 µm size, we needed to
use a location closer to the device to allow the pattern to be within the writefield. This was
accomplished by moving the pattern to a location on the device that was guaranteed to be
there.
To minimize the time the beam was on the sample, cross structures were used to align
the beam at a location away from the area for exposure. The reasoning for this procedure
was due to the REM not being able to control the sample stage. To take account of this
limitation, crosses were fabricated using optical lithography for aligning the beam. The
wire layout to be drawn with the He+ ion beam was centered at the crosses instead of the
(0,0). On the HIM, the beam was positioned at the same cross that was centered. When
the REM began the patterning process, the beam will write within the area between the
disconnected wires. This allowed us to reduce the He+ ion irradiation at the area where the
wire will be exposed as well as centering the direct-write microwire pattern approximately
at the center of the disconnected area.
3.3.2 HIM Exposure Parameters
Although similar to electron-beam lithography, the unique parameters that apply to the
HIM. In this section, we will mention important parameters that can affect exposure
process.
Acceleration Voltage: This parameter dictates the energy of the He+ ions will have. The
user can change the accelerating voltage within the range 10 kV to 30 kV. Having a high
acceleration voltage increases the penetration depth of the ions and has a narrower spread.
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Due to traveling deeper into the material, He+ ions will be less likely to backscatter. Low-
ing the acceleration voltage reduces the energy of the He+ ions and has less penetration
depth. He+ ions are more likely to be implanted in the material close to the surface. This
degrades the patterning resolution and imaging quality.
Ion Dose: Ion dose determines the number of ions to be irradiated at a certain area. Since
two pattern generators were used, two different units were described the ion dose. The
built-in pattern generator ion dose was labeled in ions/cm2. The REM uses µC/cm2. To
address this issue, the built-in pattern generator can convert from ions/cm2 to nC/µm2. The
latter value was converted to µC/cm2 using the REM.
Beam Current: Beam current is the most important parameter with regards to He+ ion
writing. This can be measured on the HIM when the beam is blanked. The HIM’s beam
current can range from 0.1 pA to 10 pA. Since the beam current is very low compared to
electron-beam lithography, write times are expected to be longer depending on the size of
the layout. However, the beam current can be increased or decreased with the following
settings accessible to the user.
• Spot Control Number: The spot control setting on the HIM adjusts the strength
of the condenser lens, which affects the location of the beam crossover. On the
Zeiss software, spot control is represented by a number from 1 - 6. The number
represents the location of the beam cross-over within the ion’s column. A low
number corresponds to the beam crossover positioned close to the aperture while
a higher value is farther away. Typically, spot control = 4 is the default value.
Decreasing this value towards spot control = 1 will increase the beam current at the
cost of image resolution and increased material damage. If the beam current has to
be increased, reducing this number to 3 was observed to have the least resolution
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degradation.
• Aperture: The HIM is equipped with apertures made out of gold thin films,
which helps improve the resolution by reducing beam scattering and lessening
contamination. The apertures can be damaged and deformed since the He+ ions
sputter the gold material after prolong usage. There are three different aperture sizes
available to the user: 5 µm, 10 µm, and 20 µm. A 5 µm and 10 µm aperture can limit
the angular spread of the beam, and it can result in longer write times due to the low
beam current (< 1pA). A 20 µm aperture provided the most signal from the beam
and was used to maximized the beam current.
• Trimer: Eventually, the previous methods cannot increase the beam current. This
means the trimer has degraded, which results in a weaker beam output. The HIM at
MIT has a trimer that lasts about one week before it has to be reformed. A superuser
or technician can reform the trimer, but the procedure cannot be performed by the
user. After a new trimer is formed, the beam current will be significantly higher.
Each day after the trimer was formed, the beam current will decrease. Ideally,
irradiation experiments should take place within the first two days of the new trimer
to have the highest beam current possible.
• Helium Pressure: The simplest way to alter the beam current is to change the he-
lium (imaging gas) pressure. It can be easily adjusted with the Zeiss HIM software.
The helium pressure is directly proportional to the beam current, so increasing the
helium pressure will also increase the beam current. Changing this parameter should
be the first option to increase the beam current since the helium pressure does not
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affect beam energy or alignment. Based on experiments performed in this thesis, this
method was shown to have a negligible impact on resolution. If the helium pres-
sure is set too high i.e. >7x10−6 Torr, it can cause the trimer atoms to evaporate off
the ion source tip and significantly reduce the beam current. The trimer has to be
reformed before using the tool.
3.4 Issues and Challenges with He+ Ion Irradiation
Patterning using the HIM can be difficult since this method is relatively new, and the
tool’s main application is for imaging purposes. This section will cover the problems that
occurred during this thesis.
Long Exposure: The beam current of the He+ ion beam is relatively low and can range
from 0.1 pA to 10 pA. A single pattern can take greater than 1 hour if the layout has a
large area to expose. In addition, the ion doses used in these experiments are typically 1016
to 1018 ions/cm2, which will add to the exposure time. To make the He+ ion irradiation
process efficient as possible, the layouts were designed to have a small area and have an
exposure time less than 10 minutes. The structures made with optical lithography had to
be designed with this requirement in mind.
Overexposure: The beam will implant He+ ions as it scans across the sample. The
small ion dose when imaging will not drastically change the material’s topography.
However, the experiments for this thesis required high ion doses ranging from 1x1015 to
1x1018 ions/cm2. Amorphization of the material can be increased and create subsurface
nanobubbles (Livengood et al., 2009). Milling through the material or "ballooning of
the material" are more prevalent if the exposure area is small due to the concentrated
accumulation of He+ ions. If exposing with a dose greater than 1x1018, it will most likely
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damage the material.
Stage Drift: When writing, it is necessary to not have vibrations within the chamber as
it can cause pattern drift. The HIM was designed to mitigate many sources of vibrations
(Hlawacek and Gölzhäuser, 2016). However, thermal vibrations can cause the sample stage
to move during exposure. When imaging, the sample may slightly move. This issue is more
prominent when using the REM pattern generator since layouts are required to be precise.
For this reason, the patterns for He+ ion irradiation should be less than 1 µm to reduce the
effects of pattern drift. We attempted to pattern a 100 nm nanowire with the He+ ion beam
as shown in Figure 3·5.
Solutions to stage drift include loading the sample the day before and letting it settle
(Ruhtinas, 2020). Since the the HIM at MIT is a shared tool, it was not ideal to have
a sample within the chamber for a long period of time. To reduce the effects of stage
drift, the sample was left idle at the location for exposure for a minute, and we limited our
patterns to simple structures such as a single microwire.
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Figure 3·5: On the left is a layout of the the nanowire (blue) to be directly
written the the He+ ion beam and region to be exposed during the lithogra-
phy process (green) . The right image is a HIM image of the same location
after writing the nanowire with the beam. The dose for this exposure was
1x1018 ions/cm2. From the right image, the two exposed regions are inter-
secting indicating that the stage was moving.
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Chapter 4
Local Suppression of Superconductivity for
Microwire Detectors using He+ Ion Irradiation
4.1 Experiment Overview
In this experiment, we wanted to enhance detection efficiency by locally damaging regions
on the device that negatively impact performance. We mentioned that edges are prone to
defects caused by the fabrication process. This induces current crowding at the edges due
to the sharp bends formed by the defects. The edges of the wire provide an ideal location
to irradiate with the He+ ion beam. By irradiating the edges, the He+ ions can suppress
superconductivity at that location thus reducing current crowding from the edge defects.
For the case of irradiating the center, the main idea is to suppress superconductivity
at that location to lower the threshold current. The threshold current has been shown by
position-dependence experiment to have a non-uniform distribution. Lower threshold cur-
rent occurs at the edges of the wire, while having a higher value at the center. The lower
threshold current at the edges can be attributed to superconductivity being more suppressed
at the edges, which allows for superconducting vortices to enter easily. Following this the-
ory, we hypothesized that using the He+ beam to suppress superconductivity at the center
can reduce the threshold current and improve sensitivity for lower energy photons.
Figure 4·1 is a visualization of the following local He+ ion irradiation experiments. The
was aligned at the edge or at the center. A ion dose ranging from 1x1016 to 1x1018 was
applied to the respective region.
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To verify if the He+ ions were affecting the wire, we opted to measure the critical
current IC first rather than performing optical measurements. This allowed us to collect data
faster by using a liquid helium dewar. We measured unirradiated devices before performing
any irradiation experiments to determine if the IC was consistent and no issues with film
was present.
It can be difficult to verify if the He+ ions are actually affecting the device due to
factors, such as exposure due to imaging or defects that came from the nanofabrication
process. To minimize the amount of uncertainties during this experiment, we performed
the following experiment measurement workflow. First, the fabricated devices that has not
been irradiated were measured within a liquid helium dewar to measure the initial critical
current. Next, the devices are irradiated with He+ ions and measured again in the liquid
helium dewar.
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(a) NbN wire cross-section with the
He+ ion beam irradiating the edges
(b) NbN wire cross-section with the
He+ ion beam irradiating the center
Figure 4·1: Visual representation of the He+ ion irradiation process for
damaging (a) the edges and b) the center of the wire. The gray area repre-
sents the material NbN. Blue is the SiO2 substrate. The yellow cone is the
He+ ion beam. Lastly, the orange area is the irradiated region.
4.2 Irradiating the Edges and the Center of the Wire
The built-in pattern generator included with the Zeiss software was selected for this exper-
iment. The simple rectangle pattern and the ability to precisely select the desired location
facilitated this process. This meant each rectangle pattern had to be manually placed at the
edges or center. Since we used a single microwire detector, the rectangle pattern used for
exposure was 50µm x 300 nm.
This method of patterning can introduce additional irradiation on the sample since the
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location had to be imaged first before aligning the pattern to the desired area. Single scan
acquisition, or the beam scans the sample once before it was blanked, was used to minimize
irradiation on the sample. In between exposures, the beam was blanked or deflected away
from the sample. Blanking the beam does not stop the irradiation of the sample and can
still damage it. If the beam had to be blanked for a period of time, it was away from any
sample.
It was not ideal to image with the HIM as it posed a risk for adding additional ion dose
to the sample. To determine if the sample was irradiated properly, we imaged the sample
with a 10 µs dwell time to verify the irradiation was precise. Afterwards, the sample was
imaged using the SEM.
Using the SEM allowed for high-resolution images of the irradiation damage compared
to the HIM due to the InLens detector. The Inlens detector is a secondary electron (SE) 1
detector and creates an image from SEs generated by the incident electron beam. This type
of detector can image areas damaged by the He+ ion beam. In comparison, the HIM was
equipped with an Everhart–Thornley detector. This revealed the topography of the material,
but the irradiated area became difficult to image due to charging. Also, the irradiated area
may not be visible when using an ion dose less than 1x1017 ions/cm2.
In Figure 4·2, the center and edge irradiation can be clearly seen. There are some ob-
servations to mention. First, the center irradiation had a slightly darker contrast compared
to the reset of the NbN material. This should be expected since the InLens detector depicts
contamination with darker contrast. However, it should also be determined to know how
much the irradiation etched the material. This information can be useful in understanding
our measurement results. There are two possibilities that may happen: the irradiated area
suppressed superconductivity or the etching at the center of the wire caused a split into
two narrow wires. Atomic force microscopy can give better topographical information if
there is a height difference along the microwire width. For the edges, the dark contrast can
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be seen at the wire edges as expected. However, it should be noted that the dark contrast




Figure 4·2: SEM images of a 3 µm wire that was irradiated with the He+
ion beam at (a) the edges and (b) the center. The inset on both images is the
same wire with a dotted red line to indicate the location of the irradiation.
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4.3 Measurements Process
In this section, we elaborate on the apparatuses used and how the critical current was mea-
sured for the microwire detectors.
4.3.1 Critical Current Measurements using the Helium Dewar
For measuring the microwire detectors, we used a liquid helium dewar and a custom-built
dipstick probe. The apparatus is shown in Figure 4·4. We wanted to measure the IC of
the devices to observe its effect before performing any optical measurements. The liquid
helium dewar allowed the device to operate at a temperature of 4.2 K. The sample was
placed inside the dewar using a dipstick probe designed and built by Brenden Butters. The
probe allows for simple mounting of the chip and faster cool down. The probe is equipped
with 28 RF lines, which can be connected using SMA cables; a temperature sensor; and
an optical fiber for optical measurements. The chip was mounted onto a PCB that was
designed by Brenden Butters and Owen Medeiros. This PCB is shown in Figure 4·3. The
chip was adhered at the center of the PCB using GE varnish. Each device was wire bonded
to the channel contact pads. Overall, it was possible to measure a maximum of 28 device
per each cool down.
4.3.2 Circuit Biasing and Readout
Figure 4·5 is a circuit diagram of the the biasing and readout circuit. An arbitrary waveform
generator (Aglient 33600A) was used to provide a ramp function signal. The ramp function
properties were 50% symmetry, 0 mV offset, and the amplitude was about 50 mV. The
amplitude was adjusted depending on the devices response. The signal passed through
a power splitter at the sum port. The power splitter contained three resistors in a delta
formation. Each resistor had a resistance value of about 33.4 Ω. The signal was evenly split
with one half to the device and the other half to the oscilloscope (Lecroy 620zi). Before
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Figure 4·3: The printed circuit board (PCB) to be used with the dipstick
probe. The PCB contains 28 contact pads for RF connections. Addition-
ally, 50 Ω resistors were soldered onto the PCB for impedance matching
purposes. The NbN on SiO2 chip was placed at the center of the PCB with
each sample wire bonded to a channel. The notch on the top left is to orient
the board with the correct channel lines.
the signal reached the device, it had to pass through a 50 Ω resistor. The resistor allowed
for impedance matching in the circuit and reduced the amount of signal reflections when
reading on the oscilloscope. Detecting a switching event required the device to change
from the superconducting state to the normal state. Once in the normal state, a change
of impedance will occur and increase the voltage. This can be represented by a sudden
increase on the voltage waveform.
It should be noted that initially the PCB used in our initial IC measurements did not
contain a 50 Ω resistor. This caused an impedance mismatched and did not split the current
evenly. To compensate for the impedance mismatch in these measurements, we measured
the IC for a device that was not exposed to any He+ ions. The ratio was taken by using
IC1 from the first cooldown measurement and the second cooldown measurement IC2. The
factor to multiply by was calculated and applied to the IC1 to give us the correct result.
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Figure 4·4: Image of the dipstick probe used in our experiments (left). The
top right image displays the dipstick probe when inserted into the liquid
helium dewar. The bottom left image is the PCB mounted onto the dipstick
probe.
The advantage of this method was to collect more data rapidly to determine the approx-
imate IC. This process was automated by using a Python script. The script was capable of
adjusting the amplitude of the waveform, setting the trigger voltage, and establishing the
number of sweeps we want to perform. For these measurements, each device was swept
500 times. Afterwards, the data was processed through a MATLAB script. This script can
be found in the Appendix section. The main purpose of this script was to determine at
what time the switching event occurred and to record its voltage. In Figure 4·6, the voltage
waveform of an unirradiated 3 µm microwire detector switched, which is indicated by the
voltage jump. The voltage at the switching event was used to calculate IC by dividing by
the 50 Ω characteristic impedance of the transmission line.
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Figure 4·5: The biasing and readout circuit for measuring the critical cur-
rent.
4.4 Results and Discussions
We measured the IC for devices irradiated at the center and edges using ion doses between
1x1016 to 1x1018 ions/cm2. 26 microwire detector with a 3 µm wire width were measured.
13 devices were irradiated at either the center or the edges and the remaining devices were
unirradiated. The unirradiated devices served as references to make sure the devices had
consistent critical currents during the cool down. Figure 4·7 displays a histogram of IC
measurements for the 13 unirradiated device. One observation from this figure is the IC
has a spread between 245 and 285 µA. This spread is quite large, however, the cause can
be due to the sampling rate of the oscilloscope. Additionally, these devices were patterned
with optical lithography, so the resulting wire structures can be rough. This roughness
in the wire can cause the device to switch at a slightly lower bias current due to current
crowding. The remaining 13 irradiated devices were measured in the same manner as the
unirradiated devices. We compared the measurements for both unirradiated and irradiated
3 µm detectors to observe the effect of He+ ion irradiation. This comparison was shown in
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Figure 4·6: The voltage trace used to determine the approximate voltage
value in order to calculate the critical current. The blue trace is the original
voltage trace collected from the oscilloscope. The red trace is the same as
the blue trace but shifted a certain time duration. The yellow trace is the
difference between the blue and red trace. The max value (purple) on the
yellow trace was used to trigger on the approximate time of the switching
event. The bright red trace represents the original voltage signal unaffected
by the switching event. Using the approximate time, the true voltage value
(teal) at the start of the switching event was recorded.
Figure 4·8. We noticed that IC decreased for for all devices.
We continued studying the effect of local He+ ion irradiation by plotting the average IC
as a function of ion dose as shown in Figure 4·9. The center and edge irradiation experi-
ments resulted in a reduction in IC. As the dose increased, IC decreased. We observed no
correlation between the irradiation location and the ion dose. For example, we irradiated
two wire at the edges using an ion dose of 1x1016 ions/cm2. One device has an IC of 225
µA, and the other has a value of 190 µA. The change in the IC could be due to an issue with
the patterning process.
Figure 4·10 compares the IC of the same device before and after irradiating the edges.
From this plot, irradiating the edges showed a decrease in average IC for all devices. For
the ion dose 1x1016 ions/cm2, the irradiated devices decreased by 15 µA compared to the
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Figure 4·7: A histogram of all the critical current IC measurements for
13 unirradiated devices. This was capture by performing a current-voltage
sweep using the oscilloscope, and a total of 500 IC measurements were
recorded for each device. The x-axis represents the IC recorded and the
y-axis represents the number of times the IC value occurred.
unirradiated devices. At 1x1017 ions/cm2, the average IC was reduced from 280 to 230
µA. Finally, the device irradiated with 1x1018 ions/cm2 decreased from 284 to 242 µA.
Comparing the reduction of IC for 1x1017 and 1x1018, the former had a big difference. We
can assume there was an error with the patterning process. Overall, the results contradicted
our hypothesis that suppressing the edges can lead to an increase in average IC. The cause
for the decrease could be due to unintentional exposure of the center. In Figure 4·2 (a),
there was a black region within the wire, which could indicate He+ ion damage.
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Figure 4·8: Histogram comparing the IC of unirradiated (red) and irradiated
(blue) 3 µm detectors.
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Figure 4·9: Plot of the average IC as a function of ion dose. Each marker
represent a device that was measured, The color of the marker corresponds
to the type of He+ ion irradiation: no irradiation (blue), irradiation at the
center (red), and irradiation at the edges (purple). Also, the markers had
error bars depicting the maximum (upper limit) and minimum (lower limit)
IC value measured.
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Figure 4·10: A plot of the average IC for unirradiated devices as a function
of ion dose. Each color represents one device measured both before and
after irradiation at the edges. The limits of the error bars are the maximum
and minimum IC measured.
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Chapter 5
Direct-Write of SSPDs using the Helium Ion
Beam
In this chapter, we used the HIM to create SSPDs by directly writing a micron wide wire
pattern on NbN. The method of direct-write using the He+ ion beam can enable the fabrica-
tion of devices without the use of lithography resist and potentially produce higher resolu-
tion patterns compared to electron-beam lithography. We provide details on the fabrication
of wire structures to be used in our experiment, the patterning process with the HIM, the
measurement setup, and conclude with results and discussions about the IC measurements.
5.1 Fabricating Structures for He+ Ion Beam Direct-Write Experi-
ments
We detail the fabrication of the structures to be used for creating wire pattern using the
He+ ion beam. Starting with the sample, NbN was deposited with a thickness of ∼ 5 nm
on SiO2 substrate using the AJA sputtering system. The deposition recipe was developed by
Andrew Dane, and the procedures are detailed in the following paper (Dane et al., 2017).
The sheet resistance was measured with a 4-point probe and had an initial value of 662
Ω/sq, and the TC of the thin film was measured using a liquid helium dewar and had a value
of about 6.9 K.
The layout of the structures to be made with optical lithography consists of two contact
pads with wires connecting to each other. The wire layout is disconnected at the center.
This area will be the location of where the wire will be fabricated. The microwire made
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with He+ ion irradiation should connect the wires.
The Raith Elphy Multibeam (REM) was used to fabricate the microwires with the He+
ion beam. Details about this process was explained in Chapter 3. Once the He+ ion beam
was focused and the writefield alignment process was completed, a dose test was performed
on the sample devices to know the approximate dose to create insulating regions. Doses
were used in this experiment ranged from 5x1015 to 1x1018 ions/cm2.
Figure 5·1: A HIM image of the 3 µm structure with a 1µm wire directly
written with the He+ ion beam. The ion dose used was 1x1018 ions/cm2.
The dotted white line serves as a guide to shot where the pattern was written.
The direction of the bias current Ibias was also given.
5.2 DC Measurements and Discussion
We collected I−V measurements to observe the effects of the direct-write microwire. From
this data, we anticipated to see an effect when writing the the wire with the HIM. We used
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the same dipstick probe and PCB that was discussed in Chapter 4 to mount the sample. A
liquid helium dewar was used to cool it down to 4.2 K. A DC source was used rather than
the oscilloscope and waveform generator. This decision was made since the IC ranged from
50 to 100 µA, which was too small to be detected with previous experiment setup.
Figure 5·2 is a circuit diagram for biasing the SSPD and reading out the voltage mea-
surement. We used a Stanford Research Systems isolated voltage source (Vb) and a 100
kΩ resistor (Rb) to bias the device. A Keithley 2700 digital multimeter (Vm) was used to
readout the voltage. This multimeter has a high input resistance of 10 GΩ, so the bias
current within this branch can be disregarded. The 1 MΩ resistor was placed to prevent





Figure 5·2: Circuit diagram for biasing the SSPD and reading out the volt-
age measurement, where Id is the detector current, Vb is the bias voltage, Vm
is the measured voltage, Rb is the bias resistance, and Tbath is the tempera-
ture within the liquid helium dewar.
Figure 5·3 displays the I-V curves for the disconnected 3 µm wire structure with and
without the 1 µm wire directly written using the He+ ion beam. The IC can be determined
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Figure 5·3: Plot of the I-V curves for the 3 µm disconnected wire structures.
A 1 µm was directly written at the center of these structures to connect them.
The ions doses used for these patterns were 1x1017, 5x1017, and 1x1018
ions/cm2.
by taking the maximum current value at 0 V. Our reference, a wire structure that does
not contain a direct-write wire, is indicated as the blue trace and had an IC of about 100
µA. We verified this IC remained true by measuring additional structures without a direct-
write wire. Next, we wrote a 1 µm wire at the disconnect area of the wire to connect it
using a range of ion doses from 1x1017 to 1x1018 ions/cm2. We noticed that increasing
ion dose continuously shrunk the I-V curve and reduced the IC. This should be expected
since reducing the wire’s width should decrease the IC. Also, the retrapping current Ir
is the current when wire transitions from the normal state to the superconducting state
when the current decreases from I > IC to zero. The transition from the normal state to
the superconducting state was smooth for all measured structures. Otherwise, the voltage
would be measured as it transitions, which would indicate a shunting issue.
There can be uncertainty from the plot as the the cause of the larger IC for ion doses
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between 1x1017 and 1x1018 ions/cm2 was interesting. As mentioned throughout this thesis,
IC usually decreases as one increases the ion dose. However, the pattern at the center of the
wire was not exposed. There are a few possibilities that we hypothesized.
First, there was current passing through the irradiated regions and leaking outside the
desired current path. We proposed that the irradiated region may not be exposed enough to
transition from superconducting to normal or insulating state. Portion of the current may
travel through the desire path while rest will pass through the irradiated region. The large
IC could be due to the breaking up the Cooper pairs at wider widths larger than 1 µm.
Another possibility is the lateral straggle of the He+ ions. The Monte Carlo simulation
software SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) can simulate ion-atom collisions
in materials (Ziegler et al., 2010). This software was used to observe the interaction of the
He+ ions when it entered a NbN on SiO2 sample. Due to the 30 kV acceleration voltage,
He+ ions penetrate deeper into the material and produced a narrower damage profile. The
He+ ions can extend across the region, similar to the proximity effect in electron-beam
lithography. This may cause a reduction of the superconducting gap in the unexposed area
and may influence the IC measurement.
Also, we believe that the ends of the wire structures made with optical lithography
may have been damage during the direct write process. In Figure 5·4, we imaged the
same sample using the SEM to check if the pattern was still resolvable. Using the InLens
detector on the SEM, we noticed that there was a black region forming at the ends of the
wire structure. The black region is may be damage from the He+ ion irradiation. This
could explain why we see a reduction in IC since the bias current has to travel though the
disordered region.
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Lastly, it is important to comment on the black region at the ends of the optical lithog-
raphy wire structures. This black region that extends across the width of the wire only
occurs when the He+ ion beam travels through at the edges of the wire. This effect was
seen here in our direct-write experiments and when we irradiated the wire’s edges in Chap-
ter 4. The behavior of the He+ ion spread appeared to travel much farther when there is
a transition from the substrate and NbN thin film. This observance could potentially be
useful information in future experiments requiring He+ ion irradiation.
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(a) SEM image using the SE2 detector.
(b) SEM image using the InLens detector. The dotted red line
highlights the location of the direct-write pattern.
Figure 5·4: SEM images of a 1 µm wire directly written on NbN with an
ion dose of 1x1018 ions/cm2. a) Image using the SE2 detector and b) Image




In this thesis, we studied the effects of He+ ion irradiation on the critical current IC for
SSPDs. This sets up the framework for future experiments requiring optical measurements.
This was accomplished by locally irradiating the center and edges of a micro-wide SSPD
wire using He+ ion irradiation. We observed that the IC was decreased in both cases. The
center irradiation was expected since the He+ ions can reduce the superconducting gap,
thus decreasing the IC. However, the irradiating the edges did not increase the IC and
contradicted our hypothesis.
We also extend the method of locally suppressing superconductivity to directly write
SSPDs on NbN. We patterned a 1 µm wire that was superimposed on a disconnected 3 µm
wire. The results showed that the direct write wire decreased the IC when comparing to a
structure that does not contain the pattern. This is a promising result since narrower wires
will reduce the IC, however, it is important to continue investigating this method to validate
it as a alternative method for making devices. Additional work on optimizing the He+ ion
patterning process to avoid exposure outside of the desire location is still needed.
6.1 Future Work
Our next step is to further characterize photon counting performance of the device irradi-
ated with He+ ions and to investigate the He+ ions effect on the topography of the thin
film. First, photon counting measurements will complement the thesis results and help us
understand if the position of the He+ ion irradiation influences device sensitivity. Also, we
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can perform optical measurements on direct write microwires can detect photons.
Additionally, we want to characterize surface and sub-surface damage on the mate-
rial from the He+ ions. Surface variations of the thin film where can provide additional
understanding as to why we see a reduction in critical current. Additionally, we can use
transmission electron microscopy to image the cross section of the sample, which will help
visualize the sub-surface damage of the sample.
Finally, we want to fabricate devices using electron-beam lithography and perform the
same He+ ion experiments. Devices made with the electron-beam will serve as a reference
when comparing the devices made with optical lithography.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code for Critical Current Data
Processing
This section contains the MATLAB code used to processed the data collected from the
oscilloscope for the measurement setup described in Chapter 4.
1 f i l e n a m e = %i n s e r t f i l e p a t h t o t h e matData f i l e%
2 l o a d ( f i l e n a m e )
3
4 R = 5 0 ; %c h a r a c t e r i s t i c impedance o f t h e RF t r a n s m i s s i o n
l i n e
5 t o l = 2e−5; %t o l e r a n c e f o r f i n d i n g t h e t ime where t h e
s w i t c h i n g e v e n t o c c u r r e d
6 d e l a y = 5 0 ;%m u l t i p l i c a t i o n f a c t o r t o d e t e r m i n e how much t o
s h i f t t h e waveform t r a c e
7 r a t i o = 1 ; %impedance mismatch r a t i o = 1 . 8 8
8
9 %V o l t a g e and t ime d a t a from o s c i l l o s c o p e
10 C2y = d oub le ( C2y ) ;%v o l t a g e
11 C2x = d oub le ( C2x ) ;%t ime
12
13 %i s o l a t i n g q u a r t e r o f t h e waveform
14 A = d ou b l e ( round ( l e n g t h ( C2y ) / 2 ) ) ;
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15 B = do ub le ( round (A + l e n g t h ( C2y ) / 4 ) ) ;
16
17
18 f o r n = 1 : s i z e ( C2y , 1 )
19 c o u n t e r = 1 ;
20 f o r p = A: B
21 t ime ( p ) = C2x ( n , p ) ;
22 v o l t ( p ) = C2y ( n , p ) ;
23 end
24 xIndex = f i n d ( t ime >( d e l a y ) ∗ (2 e−6) , 1 , ’ f i r s t ’ ) ;
25 f o r kb = xIndex : l e n g t h ( t ime )
26 t ime1 ( c o u n t e r ) = t ime ( kb ) ;
27 v o l t 1 ( c o u n t e r ) = v o l t ( kb ) ;
28 c o u n t e r = c o u n t e r + 1 ;
29 end
30 t i m e _ s 2 = t ime1 +( d e l a y ) ∗ (2 e−6) ;
31
32 %tr imming e x c e s s d a t a t o make 1 s t and 2nd waveforms have
e q u i v a l e n t
33 %a r r a y s i z e s
34 xIndex2 = f i n d ( t ime1 > t i m e _ s 2 ( 1 ) , 1 , ’ f i r s t ’ ) ;
35 v o l t 2 = v o l t 1 ;
36 t ime1 ( 1 : x Index2 ) = [ ] ;
37 v o l t 1 ( 1 : x Index2 ) = [ ] ;
38 t i m e _ s 2 ( ( l e n g t h ( t i m e _ s 2 )−xIndex2 +1) : l e n g t h ( t i m e _ s 2 ) ) =
[ ] ;
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39 v o l t 2 ( ( l e n g t h ( v o l t 1 )−xIndex2 +1) : l e n g t h ( v o l t 1 ) ) = [ ] ;
40
41 d i f f _ v o l t = v o l t 2 − v o l t 1 ; %s u b t r a c t t h e two p l o t s
42 d i f f _ v o l t = abs ( d i f f _ v o l t ) ;
43 indexMax = f i n d ( d i f f _ v o l t == max ( d i f f _ v o l t ) , 1 , ’ f i r s t ’ )
;
44
45 %f i n d i n g t h e e x a c t v o l t a g e v a l u e
46 t ime_x = l i n s p a c e ( 0 , ( 0 . 2 5 ∗ 1 / 1 0 0 ) , l e n g t h ( t ime1 ) ) ;
47 v o l t _ y = l i n s p a c e ( 0 , awg_amp / 4 , l e n g t h ( v o l t 1 ) ) ;
48 t i m e I n d e x = f i n d ( abs ( t ime_x−t ime1 ( indexMax ) ) < t o l ) ;
49 v o l t _ t r u e = v o l t _ y ( t i m e I n d e x ) ;
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51 %c r i t i c a l c u r r e n t measurement f o r one o f t h e t r a c e
52 Isw = r a t i o ∗ v o l t _ t r u e / 5 0 ;
53 end
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